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LETTER FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LISA SCHEFF SHARES IMPACT BAY AREA HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2013...

Violence against women is getting more 
attention than ever. Cultural attitudes are 
changing, and behavior that was 
previously tolerated or ignored is starting 
to be condemned -- not just by the justice 
system but by society. Still, we are a long 
way from a world where women are not 
in danger of being assaulted and harassed 
daily. Anyone who has taken Impact Basics 
sees the opportunities to make real 
change by offering Impact classes 
everywhere. We teach in middle school 
through college campuses; we partner 
with community centers to programs that 
seek to empower young women; we offer 
classes for workers in downtown Oakland 
and San Francisco, and we support assault 
survivors seeking to reclaim their power.

2013 was an incredible year of growth for 
Impact Bay Area. We continued our 
upward trend of teaching more students, 
offering more classes, providing more 
financial assistance, growing our staff, and 
increasing our budget. We offered free 
introductory classes and taught private 
classes at Bay Area companies to provide 
important skills and introduce more 
people to our unique style of self-defense. 
As a result, we saw higher enrollment in 
our public classes. 
As you can see in this report, we trained 
over 1,000 students last year thanks to 
generous donations from Impact 
supporters like you. In 2014, we will build 
on our success to bring Impact training to 
even more communities. Thank you for 

helping to advance our vision of a world 
where everyone has the personal safety 
skills to live a fuller, more confident life!

Above is one of our new Impact Bay Area 
graphic designs created as part of re-branding 
efforts in 2013. Special thanks to Jen Ludwig 

for volunteering her design services!
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IMPACTING LIVES
2013 was a year of growth in terms of classes 
offered and lives impacted. Here are just some of 
the highlights...

• 36 public classes were conducted

• 41 private classes were held for corporate clients 

or community groups

• 1,122 people were trained in self-defense and 

boundary-setting skills, including:

✴60 Kids

✴85 Teens

✴50 Young Adults

✴29 Adults trained in advanced skills

• 68 women went through our public 20+ hour 

Basics class

• Over 45 scholarships, totaling nearly $20,000, 

were given to those most in-need

GRAD SURVEY RESULTS
In 2013 we conducted a survey of 67 past graduates who attended 
classes from 1984 - 2013.  The results show  the classes were not 
only enjoyable, but life-changing for many participants.  

• The vast majority (71%) have never had to use the physical skills 
they learned in their Impact class - which is exactly what we hope 
comes out of our training!  12% stopped an attempted physical 
assault, 3% stopped an attempted sexual assault, and 14% 
stopped a verbal assault using the techniques they learned in 
class.

• 54% ranked their confidence levels as LOW before Impact 
training, 95% ranked their confidence as HIGH after Impact 
training (see graph).

• Finally, 94% of respondents said they would probably or definitely 
recommend Impact classes to a friend.
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Thanks to People Like You!
All of our great work would not be possible without the 
support of people like you, who donate time and 
resources.

MONTHLY SUPPORTERS
A big THANK YOU to our on-going monthly 
supporters: Kathy Thompson, Cheryl Porter,  Dani 
Villalobos, Leyla Eraslan, Linda Hillel, Valerie 
Wagenfeld, Lucy Gigli, Angela Lipe, Lisa Scheff, 
Hannah Westmoreland, Whitney Miller, Amy Welker, 
Beatrice Thomas, Moira Kavanaugh, & Jennifer Abeja.

BOARD MEMBERS 
Lisa Scheff, Ruby Reid, Dani Villalobos, Nicole DeVito, 
Whitney Miller, Lisa Mar & Michele Wolpe.

STAFF & INSTRUCTORS
Nicole DeVito, Leyla Eraslan, Heather G., Tim Kinney, 
Robert Oryall, Michela Pruter, Lisa Scheff, Rudy Trejo, 
Kathy Turner,  Amanda Wagner, Dan Waters, Jenny 
Williams & Morgan Williams.
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LOOKING FORWARD
Our Strategic Plan for 2014-2016 identifies the following key priority 
areas, as well as strategies, objectives and plans to ensure that we meet 
our goals.

Mission and Program
• Teach even more public classes to reach more students. 
• Develop new curriculum to address community needs.
• Instructor training and professional development 

opportunities.

Financial Sustainability and Growth
• Expand corporate class offerings at Bay Area Companies.
• Apply for and receive significant grant funding.
• Engage our graduates in fundraising for the organization. 
• Cultivate major donors.

Administration/Operations
• Ensure that we have the infrastructure to meet all of our goals. 
• Secure a training space and office for our base of operations. 
• Improve visibility and marketing for our classes. 
• Recruit and train our graduates for meaningful volunteer roles.

Governance and Oversight
• Ensure transparency and accountability by deepening the 

engagement of current Board members and recruiting highly-
qualified new members.

• Develop an Advisory Board comprised of professionals in the 
community who contribute their expertise to our programs 
and operations.

The 2014-2016 Strategic Plan establishes ambitious goals so that both the 
organization and its individual stakeholders are held accountable to 
achieve our objectives.

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT
Impact Bay Area is a not-for-profit, which is financed 
through the classes we teach, as well as donations and 
grants. In 2013, we continued to grow, reaching profit 
levels unprecedented in previous years - brining in a total 
of $245,000.  Two-thirds of this came from the classes we 
teach, while the remaining one-third was fundraised.
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Along with our growth in incoming dollars, our expenditures 
also increased in 2013. Last year we spent approximately 
$50,000 more than the previous year. This increase in 
expenditure was put towards program costs which helped 
us train new instructors and offer more public and private 
classes.
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Mission statement: 
Impact Bay Area is a 501c3 nonprofit 
organization that teaches effective 
boundary setting, personal safety, and 
physical self-defense skills. Our classes are 
tailored to meet the needs of different ages, 
genders, and communities.

Sign up for 
Classes or Donate 

Now

PO Box 23831
Oakland, CA 94623

Trenz Pruca
4321 First Street
Anytown, State ZIP

For a community where everyone has 
the personal safety tools to live a fuller, 
more confident life.

Learn more at:
www.impactbayarea.org

or contact us at 
info@impactbayarea.org
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